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GUIDE PRICE £1,275,000  
LOCATION: The property is located on the corner of Manor Road and Heene Road, just over 1.1 km from 

Worthing Town Centre. The property has good road links with the A259 (Mill Road) just to 

the North with the A27 and A24 within reasonable distance. Worthing is one of the largest 

tons on the South Coast with an approximate population of 104,000. Worthing main line 

railway station and West Worthing railway stations are approximately 1 km to the North 

West and North East—both with direct links to Brighton and London.  

DESCRIPTION:  The premises is currently vacant with the potential for a residential scheme, subject to the 

normal planning consents being required. There are approximately 22 bedrooms in this 

former care home which is now being offered to the market with vacant possession.  

The site is approximately 0.26 acres  

The property has a mixture of en-suite rooms, bedrooms, office, dining and lounge areas 

and kitchen facilities.  

There is a car parking area to the front of the property and the site has entrances both off 

Henne Road and Manor Road.  

TENURE: Freehold held under title number WSX48108 

TERMS: The property is available Freehold, with vacant possession and offers are invited on an    

unconditional basis.  

LEGAL COSTS:  Each party to be responsible for their own legal costs, unless otherwise negotiated  
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Misrepresentation Act 1967: Marshall Clark LLP and their joint agents for themselves and for the lessor(s)/vendor(s) of this property whose agents they are, give a notice that: 1. These particulars do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. 2.  None of the 
statements contained in the particulars are to be relied as statements or representation of fact. 3.  Any intended lessee/purchaser must satisfy himself by inspection or otherwise as the correctness of each of the statements contained in these particulars. 4.  The 
lessor/vendor do not make or give and neither Marshall Clark LLP nor their joint agents nor any person in their employment has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty whatever in relation to this property. Finance Act 1989: Unless other-

wise stated all prices and rents are quoted exclusive of VAT.  Consumer Protection for Unfair Trading Regulation 2008: These details are believed to be correct at the time of compilation but may be subject to subsequent amendment.  All measurements and 
dimensions quoted are done so on an approximate basis and the proposed lessee/purchaser should undertake their own measured survey and not rely on the ones which are stated within these particulars. Subject to Contract  

Marshall Clark is registered in England and Wales as a Limited Liability Partnership No. OC 305331. Registered Office: 24 Grafton Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 1QP 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A VIEWING PLEASE CONTACT 
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